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Abstract. We prove that there exists no integer P such that SAT ∈ DTIME(NP ).

1. Introduction.
First, we recall and fix some points about computational complexity :

1. Every Deterministic Turing Machine (DTM) M can be coded in a word m. The set of these
codes is enumerable. Let m1,m2, . . . be this enumeration where mi codes a DTM Mi. Moreover,
we assume that every DTM M has at least two states q0 (reject) and q1 (accept) and that if M
reaches one of these states, then M does nothing else.

2. Every Formula of the Propositional Calculus (FPC) F can be coded in a word f . We assume that
these codes correspond to the Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) and that the indices of variables
are coded in some base different than one.

3. The SAT problem consists to decide whether a given word is the code of a satisfiable FPC
meaning that there exists a valuation of its variables that makes it true. It is well known that this
decision problem SAT is NP−Complete [1].

We are going to prove that there exists no polynomial time algorithm that solves the SAT problem.
The proof will use a kind of diagonal argument mixed with inequations and a partial coding of
computations. Actually, the diagonal argument is more a self-referential argument that can remind
in some way the construction in [2]. We begin to define the properties of a very particular algorithm
that builds a self-referential formula based on an Universal Turing Machine.

Definition. A contractor is an algorithm that builds, from an integer i and the code mi of a DTM
Mi that decides SAT, a code wi of a FPC that is satisfiable if and only if Mi rejects this word wi

in at most |wi|i steps.

Proposition 1. If a contractor exists then there is no integer P such that SAT ∈ DTIME(NP ).

Proof. Assume the converse : there exists some integer P such that SAT ∈ DTIME(NP ).

Hence, there exists a DTM Mi such that for every initial input word w, Mi accepts w in |w|P steps
if w codes a satisfiable FPC and Mi rejects w in |w|p steps if w does not code a FPC or w codes
a non satisfiable FPC. A contractor gives a code wi of a FPC that is satisfiable if and only if Mi

rejects this word wi in at most |wi|i steps. We have the following cases :

If wi is satisfiable then Mi rejects wi in |wi|i steps. Hence, wi is not satisfiable (a contradiction).

If wi is not satisfiable then Mi does not reach its q0 in |wi|i steps. There are two possibilities :

Mi has reached its state q1 and wi is satisfiable (a contradiction) or

Mi has not finished its computation. Hence, |wi|i < |wi|P and that implies i < P .

The unique possibility is that i < P for this hypothetical DTM Mi. Moreover, if Mi exists, then
there exists an infinite set I = {i1, i2, . . .} such that every Mih has the same properties than Mi.
For instance, Mih is obtained by adding h superfluous new states to Mi that are not reachable.
For each Mih , the same argument leads to ih < P . Hence, P must be an upper bound of this
infinite set of integers I and P does not exist. �
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2. A non deterministic contractor.
The input of this algorithm is an integer i and the code mi of a DTM Mi that decides SAT.

1. Extract from the code mi the states q0, q1, . . . , qk of Mi.

2. Guess a word w coding a FPC such that for t = |w|i :

a) w has some clauses (qsi ) where 0 ≤ i ≤ k and 0 ≤ s ≤ t

b) w has the clause (qt0)

c) w has a clause (qti) for some 0 ≤ i ≤ k

d) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, w has a clause meaning (qti =⇒ ¬qt0)

e) w has possible other clauses on other variables than the qsi
and their conjunction form a satisfiable FPC

3. Simulate the computation of Mi on this word w and verify that :

for every clause (qsi ) in w, excepted for the particular clause (qt0),

the DTM Mi is effectively in the state qi at this step s.

4. If everything is correct then return w. Otherwise, go back to 2.

Proposition 2. The previous algorithm is a contractor.
Proof. First, the integers 0 ≤ s ≤ t = |w|i are representable with at most i.log(|w|) letters.

Hence, for a word w long enough, the conditions of the point 2. can be satisfied.

Observe that the condition a) does not require to have all the clauses (qsi ) for every 0 ≤ s ≤ t
but just some of them. Since Mi decides SAT and because the guessed word w is in a correct
form, the computation of Mi on w is possible. The verifications during the simulation certify the
cohenrence of w with the computation of Mi on itself. We have one of the followings :

• Mi is in its state q0 at step t. Hence, w is not contradictory and codes a satisfiable FPC.

• Mi is in another state qi at step t for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Hence, the conjunction of clauses (qti) ∧ (qti =⇒ ¬qt0) ∧ (qt0) is contradictory and

w codes a non satisfiable FPC.

The conditions have been defined for that. Moreover, the clause (qti) has been certified during the
simulation. Since the DTM Mi is supposed to solve SAT and that we do not force the clause (qt0)
to be validated, words satisfying the conditions exist and will be guessed. Every word w that is
returned by this algorithm is a solution : a code wi of a FPC that is satisfiable if and only if Mi

rejects this word wi in at most |wi|i steps. �

3. Conclusion.

This paper leads to the result that there is no polynomial time algorithm for SAT. We can however
wonder why the arguments could not be applied in order to prove the wrong statement that SAT
is not in EXPTIME. The point is that the coding of an exponential time limit like t = 2|w| would
be too large to be integrated in the code w itself. On the other hand, it could seem that we only
deal with clauses having one or two literals and could deduce the wrong statement that 2−SAT
is not in P. The point is that the word w only encodes several conditions about the computation
but not all. The other conditions, that would require larger clauses to be expressed, are fixed by
the contractor itself. We hope that this short paper was pleasant to read and was clear enough.
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